. Description of QC features in TargetedMSQC. The engineered QC metrics can be classified in nine general categories indicated in the 'QC Group' column. Depending on what attribute of the peak quality they represent, various QC features are calculated at one or more levels as shown in the 'Level' column. For example, jaggedness is reported at transition, isotope and peak group levels, and max intensity is reported only for each transition. The 'Description' column provides a definition for each of the QC features.
QC Group QC Metric Name Level Description
Area Ratio Area2SumRatioCV Transition CV of the transition AUC to sum of transition AUCs across all samples for each transition.
Area Ratio PeakGroupRatioCorr Peak group
Correlation coefficient of transition AUC to sum of transition AUCs between endogenous and standard isotopes for each peak group for each sample.
Area Ratio PairRatioConsistency Transition pair
Consistency of the transition AUC to sum of transition AUCs between endogenous and standard isotopes for each transition pair for each sample
Area Ratio MeanIsotopeRatioConsistency Transition
Consistency of the transition AUC to sum of transition AUCs of the same isotope label across all samples for each transition for each sample.
Jaggedness TransitionJaggedness Transition
Jaggedness score for each transition for each sample. Jaggedness score is defined as the fraction of time points across a peak where the signal changes direction, excluding the peak apex.
Jaggedness IsotopeJaggedness Isotope
Mean of jaggedness scores of peaks with similar isotope label in a peak group for each sample.
Jaggedness PeakGroupJaggedness.m Peak group
Mean of jaggedness scores of all peaks in a peak group for each sample.
Symmetry TransitionSymmetry Transition
Symmetry score for each transition for each sample. Symmetry score is defined as the Pearson correlation coefficient between left and right half of the peak intensities.
Symmetry IsotopeSymmetry Isotope
Mean of symmetry scores of peaks with similar isotope label in a peak group for each sample. Retention Time
MeanIsotopeRTConsistency Transition
Consistency of the peak retention time of the same isotope label across all samples for each transition for each sample.
Intensity TransitionMaxIntensity Transition
Maximum peak intensity of each transition for each sample.
Intensity TransitionMaxBoundaryIntensity Transition
Maximum peak intensity at the peak boundary of each transition for each sample.
Intensity TransitionMaxBoundaryIntensityNormalized Transition
Maximum peak intensity at the peak boundary normalized by maximum peak intensity of each transition for each sample. Figure S1 . Learning curve for the CSF biomarker in artificial matrix dataset. Cross validation and resampling was used to estimate the performance of the RRF model as a function of the training set size. This curve is used to determine the minimum required size for the training set to achieve acceptable performance. Here, to achieve classification accuracy of 90%, the training set should contain at least 400 transition pairs. Figure S2 . Distribution of QC features in the training dataset for the CSF biomarker in artificial matrix dataset. The violin plots illustrate the distribution of peak quality metrics in a training dataset of 576 transition pairs in artificial CSF matrix. Red and green dots indicate transitions that were marked as 'flag' and 'ok' by manual inspection, respectively. Table S2 . Summary of performance of peak quality models for the CSF biomarker in artificial matrix dataset. Five supervised machine learning methods were tested for building a predictive peak quality model. The accuracy of the cross-validated model on the training subset (random selection of 80% of the training set) and the corresponding standard deviation is shown in the 'Accuracy' and 'Accuracy Standard Deviation' columns. The models were further tested on the validation subset (the remaining 20% of the training set) that was excluded from the training process. The results of this evaluation are shown in 'Accuracy', 'Sensitivity' and 'Specificity on Validation Subset' columns, respectively. The performance of the regularized random forest model surpassed that of the others. Figure S3 . Comparing the accuracy of peak quality models for the CSF biomarker in artificial matrix study. Accuracy of each model in predicting peak quality was estimated and compared through collecting resampling results. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals of the accuracy. The performance of the RRF model surpasses that of the others. Figure S4 . Relative importance of QC features in determining the output of the predictive model for the CSF biomarker in artificial matrix dataset. Every defined feature represents certain aspects of peak quality; however, some features play a more defining role in determining the output of the model. In this example, features that are related to FWHM, intensity, peak similarity and correlation and consistency of isotope pair ratios are relatively more important in the outcome of this model. In contrast, features that are related to jaggedness and shift seem to have less influence on the output. Figure S5 . Examples of misclassification by the predictive peak quality model for the CSF biomarker in artificial matrix dataset. The outcome of the predictive model was in disagreement with the manual annotation of the training dataset in only two cases shown here. Transitions y8 (A), which was flagged in the training set due to high background at the peak boundary, was marked as 'ok' by the model, resulting in a false negative outcome. In contrast, transition y3 (B) that had passed QC through manual inspection was flagged by the model, resulting in a false positive. It should be noted that both of these examples are marginal cases that do not considerably impact the quantitative results and the outcome of the experiment. Figure S6 . Learning curve for the longitudinal CSF biomarkers of AD dataset. Cross validation and resampling was used to estimate the performance of the RRF model as a function of the training set size. This curve is used to determine the minimum required size for the training set to achieve acceptable performance. Here, the curve plateaus at ~ 900 transition pairs in the training set. Therefore, increasing the training set size beyond that may not provide much more benefit. Figure S7 . Distribution of QC features in the training dataset for the longitudinal CSF biomarkers of AD dataset. The violin plots illustrate the distribution of peak quality metrics in a training dataset of 1128 transition pairs measured in CSF matrix. Red and green dots indicate transitions that were marked as 'flag' and 'ok' by manual inspection, respectively. Figure S8 . Comparison of accuracy of peak quality models for the longitudinal CSF biomarkers of AD dataset. Accuracy of each model in predicting peak quality was estimated and compared through collecting resampling results. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals of the accuracy. The performance of the RRF model surpasses that of the others.
Model

Random Forest Model
ROC analysis for the longitudinal CSF biomarkers of AD dataset
One question to address is whether the engineered QC features in this study provide an advantage over using the raw chromatograms as inputs to the model. To answer this question, we compared the outputs of two RRF models built using identical training datasets, but different sets of features. The first model took the engineered QC features as input, whereas the second model used the dimensionality reduced raw chromatograms as features to classify peaks into high and low quality groups. The features for the second model were calculated by applying principal component analysis to resampled peak intensities of the raw chromatograms in the training set. The first 5 principal components of the endogenous and standard isotopes, which captured about 99.7% of the data variability, were used as input features for building the RRF model. The performance of these two models was compared using ROC analysis. The model based on engineered QC features achieved an AUC of 0.975; a considerable improvement over the AUC of 0.876 achieved by the model based on principal components of raw chromatograms. This analysis shows that using the engineered QC features, instead of merely relying on raw chromatograms, substantially improves the ability of the model to differentiate low quality peaks. Figure S9 . ROC analysis for the longitudinal CSF biomarkers of AD dataset. ROC analysis was performed for the final RRF model developed for predicting peak qualities of candidate biomarkers in CSF matrix. The ROC curve was generated from the model output on the validation subset, returning an AUC of 0.975. Comparing the AUCs of the ROC curves between the models developed based on the engineered QC metrics (AUC of 0.975) and the principal components of peak intensities (AUC of 0.876) shows that using the engineered QC metrics in this study for distinguishing high and low quality peaks provides considerable advantage over relying on peak intensities alone. Figure S10 . Relative importance of QC features in determining the output of the predictive model for the longitudinal CSF biomarkers of AD dataset. For this dataset, features that quantify peak intensity, modality, correlation of transition ratios, peak area CV and FWHM play a relatively more important role in determining the output of the model. In contrast, features that are related to jaggedness and shift seem to be of less importance. Figure S11 . Examples of misclassification by the predictive peak quality model for the longitudinal CSF biomarkers of AD dataset. The outcome of the predictive model was in disagreement with the manual annotation of the training dataset for the transitions highlighted in red. Many of the misclassified transitions are below or close to the limit of quantitation and therefore difficult to annotate even through manual inspection. 
